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0 Package to board variable pitch tab.

0 A variable pitch tab leadframe assembly (103)

has a plurality of patterned conductive elements

(107) for transmitting input and output signals to

bonding locations on an electronic device. The lead-

frame assembly comprises conductive elements with

a variable pilch to accommodate a plurality of stan-

dard pitch bond site printed circuit board footprints.
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PACKAGETO BOARD VARIABLE PITCH TAB

Reid of the tnventton

The present invention relates to the field of

electronic component manufecturing and pack-

aging.

Backgfound of the Invention

A problem In the prior art of electronic compo-

nent packaging includes inefficient steps in the

production of leadframes for bonding with variably

sized and pitched component packages. The sub-

stantial inefficiencies Inherent in requiring different

leadframes to be manufactured for connecting dif-

ferent packages to printed circuit boards Is both

costly and wasteful. However, by providing a uni-

versal tab leadframe which may be utilized, by only

slight mocSfication. with variably pitched packages,

then cost and material savings combine to greatly

improve the manufacturing and packaging pro-

cesses. The present package to tfoard variable

pitch tab leadframe Invention overcomes the prob-

lems identified above.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention Is a variable pitch tab

leadframe assembly. The leadframe assembly

comprises a pluraGty of patterned conductive ele-

ments for transmitting input and output signals to

bonding locations on an electronic device. The

leadframe assembly comprises conductive ele-

ments with a variable pitch to accommodate a

plurality of standard pitch txmd site printed circuit

board footprints.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Rgure 1 Is a top plan view of a shadow

mask and die assembly showing shadow mask

vias.

Rgure 2 is a side elevation cross section

view taken generally along line 2-2 of Rgure 1

showing a shadow mask removably attached to a

die representing a wafer or chip.

Figure 3 is an enlarged cross sectional ele-

vation view of a portion of the die shown in Rgure

2 illustrating deposited solderable material on a

portion of tiie die after the mask is removed from

tiie die.

Rgures 4a and 4b are cross section eleva-

tion views of a prior art leadframe/gold Iwmp trond-

5 ing process showing both incomplete leadframe-to-

gold bump bonding and a fractured die.

Rgures 5a and 5b ere cross section eleva-

tion views of a leadframe with organic standoff

means arranged for bonding with solder bumps.

10 Rgure 6 is a side elevation view depicting a

schematic prkar ari tin coated copper leadframe

being positioned for bonding to a gold metalization

bump.

Rgure 7 is a side elevation view depicting a

15 schematic copper leadframe shown in position for

bonding to a tin cap solid base metalization bump.

Rgure 8 Is a cross section elevation view of

a prior art gold bump manufactured by a spifvon

resist process.

20 Rgure 9 is a cross section elevation view of

a spun-on resist solid base bump with a tin cap.

Rgure 10 is a cross section elevation view of

a prior art vertical wall gold bump manufactured by

a dry film resist process.

25 Rgure 11 ts a cross section elevation view of

8 vertical wall dry film resist solid base bump witt)

a tin cap.

Rgure 12 (s a top fragmentary view of a

variable pitch tab leadframe.

30 Rgure 13 is a top plan view of a representa-

tive tape leadframe illustrating four sections gen-

erally analogous to that shown in Rgure 6 to form a

complete variable pitch tab leadframe about a cen-

tral package area.

35 Rgure 14 is a top plan schematic view of the

second end portions of adjacent conductive ele-

ments of a variable pitch tab leadframe having a

first pitch at bond pads of a next level of pack-

aging.

40 Rgure 1 5 is a top plan schematic view of the

second end portions of adjacent conductive ele-

ments of a variable pitch tab leadframe having a

second pitch at bond pads of a next level of

packaging.

45 Rgure 16 is a top plan schematic view of tiie

second end portions of adjacent conductive ele-

ments of a variable pitch tab leadframe having a

third pitch at bond pads of a next level of pack-

aging.

60

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

Detailed preferred embodiments of the present

invention are disclosed. It Is to be understood. .
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however, that the disclosed embodiments are

merely exemplary of the invention, which may be

embodied In various fomfis. Therefore, e'peciftc

structural and functional details disclosed are not to

be interpreted as limiting, but rather as a repre-

sentative basis for teaching one skifled in the art to

variously employ the present invention in virtually

any appropriately detailed system or structure, it^

will be understood that In some circumstances rel-

evant material thicknesses and relathre component

sizes may be shown exaggerated to facilitate an

understanding of the Invention.

Inventions described in the present application

relate to improvements in manufacturing, bonding,

and paclcaging of electronic components to achieve

improved reliability, improved yield, and greater

material and manufacturing efficiencies. The im-

provements comprise unique features including

etched shadow mask construction, conductive met-

alized bump composition, and preferred structure

of tape leadframes.

Refening to Figure 1, an exemplary mask 10 is

illustrated. It is appreciated that masks, also known

as shadow masks or vapor deposition masks, are

variously constructed and shaped; however, the

basic function of masks Is to provide vapor depost-

tton patterns fdr conductive material to b» evap*

orated onto a die thereunder. Accordingly, mask 10

comprises a mask top surface 12 which defines

apertures or vias 16. Mask 10 is removably moun^

ted on a surface of a die and positioned in a

chamber In which evaporation and deposition of

solderable material wilt occur. During the evapora-

tion and deposition process, the solderable material

passes through vias 16 in mask 10 and Is depos-

ited in a pattern on the die. This provides a pattem

of solderable material on the die for later reflowlng,

bonding, or other operations.

Frequently, prior art masks experience warping

or other reshaping so that vaporized solderable

material passes through the vias and is deposited

on various portk)ns of the die which were not

directly beneath each via area. This results in un-

wanted electrical shorts being created on the die.

Yet another problem exists with prior art masks

wherein a substantial portion of the mask surface is

in contact with the die when the mask is agitated or

slightly moved. This often results in scratching of

the die surfaces. These problems substantially re-

duce the yield of reliable die during the production

process. Due to the expenshre recovery required in

repair of pooriy manufactured or damaged dies,

many such devices are discarded. It is appreciated,

therefore, that the associated yield problem results

in waste and Inefficiency In the Industry.

Figure 2 is a side elevation cross section view

taken generally abng lines 2*2 of Figure 1 showing

mask 10 removably mounted onto die 24 by

mounting means 20. Die 24 may comprise a semi-

conductor chip, or a wafer comprising numerous

semiconductor chips. Die 24 may comprise various

materials and layers, however, a representative ma-

5 terial combination in the die upper passivation re-

gion 25 includes a passivation portion 25a. such as

silicon nitride, or more generally an insulator ma-

terial, and a metalized portion 25b, such as alu-

minum, or more generally a conductive metaliza-

10 tion. As Is well known in the field. metaGzed por-

tions 25b comprise conducth^ interconnects and

are, therefore, deposition sites for later depositing

of the vaporized solderable material. More specifi-

cally, interface metalization 28. shown in Rgure 3,

IS is commonly deposited first onto metalized portion

25b, and then solderable bump material 30. also

shown in Rgure 3. is then vapor deposited through

vias 16 onto interface metalization 26.

Rgure 2 shows die 24 comprising top surface

20 34 and bottom surface 36. Rgures 2 and 3 there*

fore illustrate die 24 having a plurality of deposit

sites etched or otherwise positioned to provide

solderable material in the form of bumps onto

interface metalization 28. and extending generally

25 from die top surface 34. In order to precisely

position vaporized solderable material at these par-

ticular desired deposition sites, a mask of suitable

rigidity and via pattem must be used. Such masks

are frequently made of metallic materials, as pref*

39 erably is mask 10, which is typically constructed of

molybdenum; however, other materials may t>e uti-

lized such as glass or plastic.

Mask 10 comprises mask top surface 12 which

functions as an outer surface facing away from die

as 24 in operation, and which Is located opposite

mask bottom surface 13. As shown in Rgure 2,

vias 16 extend through mask 10 between top sur*

face 12 and bottom surface 13 to permit vaporized

bonding metals to pass through the ma^ and to

40 deposit onto predetermined locations of die 24. As

further shown in Rgure 2, mask bottom surface 13

comprises a plurality of recessed regions 44. Re-

gions 44 are constructed to minimize the area of

mask 10 In contact with die 24 during the vapor

45 deposition process. Moreover, the arrangement of

recessed regions 44 in relation to Iwttom surface

13 surrounding vias 16 provides for substantially

full mask thickness via regions having a width

labelled R which provide damming action about the

60 via to retain the vapor deposit within the predeter-

mined deposit sites of die 24 defined by the via

regions.

Another way of describing the relation between

recessed regions 44 and vias 16 is to describe the

ss recessed regk>ns 44 as having a base surface 47

which are constructed and arranged for placement

at a distance D from die surface 34. Thus, mask 10

bottom surface 13 Includes etched recessed re-

3
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gions 44 which define a projection 49 located ar-

ound each via 16. Projections 49 extend from the

ptane or planes 50 which includes t>ase surfaces

47 of etched recessed regions 44 to minimize the

contact area of mask 10. to only that area of

bottom- surface 13. In contact with die 24 during the

entire process of vapor deposition.

By reducing the surface area of mask 10 ac-

tually in contact with die 24. the risk of the mask

damaging the die is greaUy reduced. Moreover,

this mask construction altows the clamping or re-

taining force of mounting means 20 to be advanta-

geously focused onto the areas defined by bottom

surface 13 immediately suaounding vlas 16. Thus,

a secure fit of mask 10 results and unwanted

deposition of solderaWe material beyond the area

on the die defined by the diameters of each via 16,

shown in Rgure 2 as R. is prevented. Prior art.

shadow masks have failed to adequately contain

solderable materials and have frequently resulted

in undesired and uncontrolled seepage of such

materials between predetermined deposition sites,

resulting In electrical shorts and reduced capabil-

ities of the devices involved.

It is to be understood that as the number of

vias on mask 10 increases, an increasing area of

mask bottom surface 13 is required to achieve the

objectives stated above. Also, as the density of

vias 16 increases, then undesired flexing or loss of

rigidity of mask 10 may occur. Therefore, reinforc-

ing ridges 66, shown in Figures 1 and 2. may be

utilized for stiffening mask 10. Reinforcing ridges

66 may be arranged in various orientations and

shapes to achieve the advantages within the scope

of this invention. Indeed, reinforcing ridges 66 need

not be limited to protrusions from top surface 12

but Instead may comprise material which is har-

dened in relation to the mask material comprising

the remainder of'mask 10.

In a prefen-ed embodiment, mask 10 comprises

a molybdenum mask having a full thickness of 4

mils. Prefenred mask 10 may be used tvith a die

having passivation and metaRration combined

thickness of approwmately 20 mils. Moreover, such

a combinatton would provide means for depositing

about a .5 micron thin film interface metalization

28. and a subsequent 100 micron thickness sol-

derable material 30. as shown generally and not to

scale in Rgure 3. It is appreciated that sizes and

shapes shown herein may vary considerably with

each production requirement The substantial re-

duction of contact surface area between mask 10

and die 24 is most relevant as is the manner in

which mask 10 prevents unwanted deposition of

conductive metalization onto areas of die 24 be-

yond the via areas labelled by diameter R

.

A method of manufacturing a damage reducing

etched shadow mask 10 for providing vapor depo-

sition patterns of bonding metals onto a surface of

die 24 is also provided. This method preferably

comprises the steps of providing a nonwettable

^adow mask 10 having top surface 12 and bottom

5 surface 13; creating vlas 16 extending through

mask 10; and etching portions of mask 10 bottom

surface 13 to provide recessed regions 44 and

substantially fuU thickness regions 0>aving height

labelled E and width comprising the thickness of R-

10 r' as shown in Rgure 2). the recessed regions 44

providing for a reduced surface area in contact with

die 24 during a vapor deposition process. The

etching step may further comprise providing pro-

jections 49 or ridges extending annularty from vias

j5 16 at bottom surface 13 of mask 10. Mask 10

permits manufacture and deposition through evap-

oration of a plurality of bumps comprising sol-

derable conductive bump material 30. Rgure 3.

and which is shown in shadow 31 in a reflowed

20 conftguraticn.

Within the field of electronic component manu-

facturing and packaging, serious problems exist

due to inadequate unifomnity of conductive bump

height unacceptable organic matter within pack-

25 ages, fatigue-prone bonds, and temperature sen-

sitive components. An example of non-uniform con-

ductive bump heights is shown in Rgure 4a in

whfen prior art gold bumps 61a, 61b. 6ic, and Old

are arranged on die 62. As ifiustrated. bumps 61a,

30 61b, 61C. and 61d have different heights repre-

sentative of ttie non-unlformlty of bump heights

often present in such structures. In a typical prior

art process, a representative leadframe assembly is

positioned over die 62 and the bumps, witti tt»

35 leadframe assembly comprising conductive met^

leads 63.

Rgure 4b Illustrates ttie struchires of Rgure 4a

after a planar bonding force has been applied to

leads 63 by bonding tip means 66. As Is shown In

40 the figure, ttie bonding force has caused die 62 to

fracture below gold bump 61b due to tiie high

bump height of ttiat bump. As is also shown, leads

63 have contacted and bonded with correspond-

ingly located bumps 61b and 61 d. However, gold

46 bump 61c has not bonded with Its lead due to tt>e

short bump height of bump 61c. This results in

non-conductivity and improper performance of a

device using die 62 and relying on a bond between

bump 6lc and Its lead.

50 Rgure 5a and 5b are cross section elevation

views of a leadframe with organic standoff means

arranged for bonding with solder bumps. Height

standoff means 64 is commonly provided to pre-

vent overoompression of leads 63 into the conduc-

55 live bonding material of relatively soft bumps such

as solder bumps 61e which do not maintain a

uniform standoff height when bonding tip means 66

is brought into contact wtth leads 63 to fomi a
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connection between leads 63 and die 62 via the

solder bump 61 e. Height standoff means 64, or

dielectric means. Is frequently constructed of or-

ganic material which is subject to moisture collec-

tion and long term deterioration.

The present tin cap on solid base bump inven-

tion solves the problems niustrated In Plgures 4b

and 5b. With the present tin cap on solid base

bump Invention, cracWng of die 62 under prior art

gold bumps such as 61 b Is substantially reduced

when such prior art gold bumps are replaced by

the present tin cap on solid base bump Invention.

Further, open connections such as shown above

prior art gold bump 61 c in Rgure 4b are substan-

tially reduced when such prior art gold bumps are

replaced by the present tin cap on solid base

bump Invention. In addition, when the present tin

cap on solid base bump Invention is used to re-

place prior art solder bumps 61 e, height standoff

means 64 comprising organic material can be

eliminated, thus creating the option of a package

free of organic material, consistent with require-

ments such as those of U.S. Department of De-

fense f^'lttary Standard 38510.

It is to be understood that within the field of

electronic component manufacturing and bonding

another problem exists with respect to Inadequate

means for strong and efficient bonding of leads to

various devices. For example, the txjnding forces

and temperatures needed for bonding prior art

leads often caused cracidng of integrated circuit

devices and open bonds. These phenomena led to

plating of leads, commonly copper leads, with tin In

order to lower the force and temperature require-

ments for bonding. However, that solution led to

yet another problem known as wfiiskering, which

occurred principally during the tin plating process.

This problem relates particutarty to copper leads 76

such as depicted in Figure 6 that are plated or

coated with a soiderable material 78 such as tin.

Plated lead 76 is shown prior to bonding to a

conductive metalized bump BO tocated on a semi-

conductor device 82. This new problem was ad-

dressed in the art either by providing additional

processes to achieve tin stress relief or by plating

the copper or other metal teadframes with gold or

other metals. Those solutions, however, are rela-

tively very time consuming and expensive, and are

therefore less preferable to the low cost solution of

the present tin cap on solid tsase. such as gold,

butx\p invention.

As illustrated in Figure 7, conductive lead 84.

such as a portion of a conductive metalized lead-

frame, is provided. A schematic conductive metal-

ized bump 98 is also shown positioned on a die 90.

Bump 98 preferably comprises a bump lower por-

tion 92 comprising a gold base material of substan-

tiany 100% by weight gold to provide a substan-

tially fixed standoff height during the bonding pro-

cess. Bump 98 preferably also comprises a bump

upper portion 94 comprising an effective amount of

tin deposited on a top surface 97 of the gold base

6 material comprising the bump lower portion 92.

Preferred tin cap on gold base bump 98 provides

improved means for interconnecting electronic

components and comprises improved fatigue and

expansion coefficient properties over solder bumps

10 on dies. This gold-tin combination bond provides a

high strength reflowable alloy.

As an alternative to lower portion 92 compris-

ing substantially 100% by weight of gold, a suitable

base material may be comprised of at least one

1$ metal selected from a group consisting of chrome,

nickel. titanium*tungsten. cobalt, and copper. Of

particular relevance, however, is the manner in

which tiie bump lower portion 82 provides effective

standoff height during the bonding process and the

20 manner In which the tin cap marerial permits lead

travel well into the bump structures during the

bonding process so that the bump height uniform-

ity tolerances may be less severe. It is to be

understood, however, that a tin cap on a solid base

25 Ixjmp may be employed without using only a gold

base. For example, as indicated above, a solid

base of nickel or other suitable conductive material

Is within the scope of this invention.

Further, by use of preferred bump 98, the

30 previously identified problems of the prior art are

solved using a relatively Inexpensive combination

and arrangement of materials. 6y plating tin on top

of a gold base and then reflowing the tin during a

bonding process, a gold-tin joint is achieved be-

as tween a die and a leadframe. This provides for the

manufacture of gold tin alloy bumps which simpHfy

the leadframe-to-chip bonding process as com-

pared with tin or gold plated copper leads and gold

bumps, which often resurt In a cracked die. or

40 which display tiie tin whiskering desaibed above.

The USB of a bump comprising a tin cap upper

portion 94 on a solid base tower portion 92. pro-

vides standoff height independent of any require-

ment for organic material attached to either the

45 lead 84 or ttie die 90. Accordingly, a bump Is

provided for use in interconnecting electronic com-

ponents which meets the organic matter prohibition

of U.S. Department of Defense Military Standard

38510. and similarly restricted military standards.

50 This results in substantially improved reliability for

electronic components. Moreover, such construc-

tion facilitates tiie type of mass bonding known as

"gang tending" for high-density electronic devices

by easing the restrictions for planarity with respect

65 to bond height In other words, ttie individual bond

heights of a pturaHty ol bumps 98 need not bo

precisely the same due to the phenomenon of the

tin material comprising the bump upper portion 94

S
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provEdtng relief for proper penetration of lead 84.

This structure also fadDtates repair or rework of

bumps to provide overall manufacturing cost sav*

ings.

Prior art bumps comprising only gold, such as

bumps 99. 100 in Figures 8 and 10. must have a

height uniformity of within ± 1 micrometer. How-

ever, 8 preferred tin cap on solid base bump, such*

as bumps 101, 102 in Bgures 9 and 11. allow

about t 5 micrometers of bump height non*uni-

fomitty. Thus, preferred tin cap on solid base, such

as a gold or nickel base, bumps 98. 101. and 102

provide non-organic non-collapsible height standoff

means while also permitting sufficient travel or pen-

etration of conductive leads into the tin caps to

achieve higher reliability during bonding over prior

art txjmp structures.

Rgures 6 and 9 show bumps manufactured

using spin-on resist processes while Rgures 10

and 1 1 shov/ bumps manufactured using dry film

resist processes. Note the novel structures shown

in the tin capped bumps 101, 102 of Figures 9 and

11 respectively. These tin cap on solid base

bumps overcome the bond reliability and organic

matter problems of the prior art This novel bump
structure also overcomes the prior art bond site

fatigue and tin whiskering problems. Even further,

the high strength tin cap on solid trase bump
invention permits use of materials having compati-

ble coefficients of expansion and which permit re-

flow and bonding at temperatures and pressures

which are lower than in the prior art

In operation, a preferred tin cap on solid base

bump 98 typically comprises approximately 5

microns of tin positioned on top surface 87 of

bump lower portion 92, shown generally in Rgure

7. In which the bump lower portion 92 material

typically comprises approximately 30 microns of

solid base material, such as gold or the like. Prefer-

ably, the bonding process uses a hjmace bond

process to further minimize the shock of bondBng

leads 84 onto die 90. Thus, a method of providing

a low temperature and high rellatrifity bond be*

tween electronic components is provided. This

method includes the steps of providing first and

second electronic components; provkfing a bump

for placemem onto the first electronic component

the bump having a lower portion 82 comprising an

effective amount of solid or non-coliapdble conduc-

tive metal (e.g. gold or nickel) base material to

provide non-organic standoff height during the

bonding process; placing an effective amount of tin

txsndmg material on top of the solid base material;

positioning the second electronic component proxi-

mate the tin. as shown in Figures 6 and 7 by force

labels F and f' respectively; and reflowlng tiie tin

to provide a txsnd between the first and second

electronic components and to provide a bond t)e-

997 A2 10

tween the solid base material and the tin bonding

material. This metiiod preferably Includes a first

electronic component comprising a lead, such as

lead 84. of a teadframe, and a second electronic

s component comprising a die, such as die 90. which

may be a semiconductor cfiip or wafer, or similar

bump-canning device. A preferred noethod of pro-

viding a iow-temperature high-reliability bond be-

tween electronic components preferably comprises

70 ttie step of reflowlng the tin wittiin a'fumace heater.

Another method Is provided according to the

present tin cap on solid base bump Invention. This

method includes providing fumace bonding of a

semiconductor chip to the coiKluctive elements of

IS a leadframa. This metfiod cOTiprises the steps of

positioning a semiconductor chip comprising a plu-

rality of bonding locations tn a holding member
Y«th a chip support surface. Then, preformed bond-

ing material is provided at tiie bonding locations.

20 the prefonmed bonding material comprising a non-

collapsible conductive metal lower portion for pro-

\rfding non-organic standoff height during the bond-

ing process and a refiowable tin cap upper portion

for connecting conductive elements of a leadframe

25 witti the chip bonding locations. The conductive

elements of a leadframe are then aligned

conesponding bonding locations on the semicon-

ductor chip, and tfie leadframe conductive ele-

ments are moved toward the chip bonding toca-

30 tions so that the bonding material is arranged be-

tween ttie conductive elements and the chip bond-

ing locations. A hjmace bond heating process is

tiien used for heating the bonding materia! to a

point of reftow so that all of the conductive ele-

35 ments are bonded to the bonding material tin cap

upper portions and the tin cap upper portions are

alloyed to tiie non-collapsible lower portions. A
further step comprises cooling the bonding material

and ttm teadframe conductive elements.

40 Yet anotiier problem witfiin the field of elec-

tronic component packaging involves tiie manner of

connecting leadframe conductive elements to var-

iously spaced next levels of packaging. It is quite

common for manufacturers of conductive lead-

45 frames, such as tab leadframes. to design different

leadframes to match dlfferantiy pitched printed cir-

cuit board footprints. However, prior art leadframes

do not have structure enabling the leadframes to

be used with only slight modification wtth differ-

so ently pitched next level of packaging bond sHe

patterns. Therefore, what has been needed has

been an efficient and variable pitch tab leadframe

assembly as partially shown in the fragmentary

view of Figure 12,

59 Refenring to Figure 12. a fragmentary view of a

variable pitched tab leadframe assembly 103 is

illustrated in which a plurality of subsUntially iden-

tical leadframe assembly segments 104 are shown

6
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each comprising patterned conductive elements

107 for transmitting tnput and output signals to

bonding locations 110 on an

variable pitch tab leadframe assembly 103also

comprises means for providing a variable pitch to

conducive elements 107 to accommodate a plurah

Ry of standard pitch bond site printed circuit board

footprints, such as footprints designated by JEDEQ

standards. Rgure 12 shows a fragment of a typical

tab leadframe assembly according to the variable

pitch leadframe assembly Invention and may be

appreciated more fully in the context of Rgure 13

which illustrates. In dotted lines, the relative relation

of the fragment of Rgure 12 when combined with

other fragments to form a complete representatix^

outline of a typical variable pitch tab leadframe

assembly 103 positioned preferably as one of a

plurality of such leadframe assemblies on a sprock-

eted tape 112. In Rgures 12 and 13. a central

region labelled 116 represents the area in which a

de. a semiconductor chip, or the like, is placed for

Interconnection with variable pitch tab leadframe

assembly 103.

Preferred variable pitch tab leadframe assem-

bly segment 104 comprises means for providing a

variable pitch to conductive elements 107. conduc-

tive elements 107 each comprising a first end

portion 120 affanged for connection with a semi-

conductor chip package located in area 116. Each

conductive element also comprises a second end

portion 123, the location of which Is selected by the

manufacturer, which is arranged for connection with

a next level of packaging. Preferably, first end

portions 120 of adjacent conductive elements have

a first pitch spacing, and second end portions 123

of said adjacent conductive elements have a sec-

ond pitch spacing which Is different than the first

pitth spacing, in Rgure 12. this relationship is

represented by adjacent conductive elements first

and second end portions labelled 120a, 120b, and

123a 123b respectively. Variable pitch tab lead-

frame assembly segments 104 may comprise a

plurality of parallel sections each having a pit*

spacing corresponding to, for example, a JEOEC

Standard pitch spacing commonly used wittiin the

field of component packaging. For example, the

pitch spacing between lead second end portions

may be 50 mils (1.25mm). 40 mils (I.Omm). 25

mils (.625mm). 20 mils {0.5mm). or even less.

However, as the number of leads Increases and

greater density of packaging is pursued, the pitch

of packaging continues to decrease. Yet each time

a different pitch is used on a package, it may

require a package leadframe-to-board spacing spe-

cmcalty for ttiat pitch.

Thus, this variable pitch tab leadframe inven-

tion provides leadframe assembly segments 104

which comprise conductive elements 107 for con-

nection with a package such that ttie package may

be connected to variously pitched next levels of

packaging, and vice versa. This may be accom-

pfished by taWng a tightiy pitched package and

5 attaching a leadframe to it that has and relies on

the tab design to change ttie leadframe-to-board

pitch. Tab leadframe assembly segment 104 pref-

erably comprises Interconnect sites which are

fanned out along each conductive element to var-

ro ious desired pitches. This permits the chip manu-

facturer to provide a packaged device to a vanety

of users depending upon the user's sophistication

in bonding devices to next levels of packaging

using tight pitches. In other words, one size of

fs variable pitch tab leadframe assemblies 103 may

be used on many differentfy p'rtched printed circuit

boards and package arrangements by cutting con-

ductive elements 107 for desired pitch lengths at

second ends 123 from a pluraUty oi preexisting

20 second end pitch patterns on conductive elements

107. This results in substantial savings in ttiat man-

ufacturers do not have to tool new leadframes and

packages for each different board or user require-

ment It Is to be understood tiiat pitch spacing

2s greater tiian or less tiian those exemplary pi^

spaclngs indicated above are envisioned within tiie

scope of this invention, as is ttie number of paraBel

sections on conductive elements 107 for achieving

numerous different plti:hes.

30 figure 12. therefore, illustrates a vanable pitch

tab leadframe assembly 103 for provWing connec-

tion between a semteonductor chip package, which

would be located in area 116, and a next level of

packaging, which would be located In an area gen-

35 erally designated 126 corresponding to a pnnted

circuit board or the like. Variable pitch tab lead-

frame assembly 103 also preferably comprises

leadframe assembly segments 104 comprising a

plurality of patterned conductive elements '107 for

40 transmitting input and output signals to Ijonding

locations on an electronic device. Variable pitch tab

leadframe assembly 103 also preferably composes

means for providing a variable pitch pattern to

conductive elements 107 each comprising a first

.5 section 130 and a second section 132 in which

adiacent conductive elements are arranged in par-

alte! and a third section 133 in which adjacent

conductive elements 107 are In non-parallel. the

first and second sections being connected by the

so third section. Also, each conducti^fe element 107

preferably comprises a first end portion 120 tor

connection witi) a semiconductor chip package ahd

a second end portion 123 for connection witi\ a

next level of packaging. It Is to be understood tiiat

55 second end portions 123 may be located at vanous

lengttis or ptches. as shown In Rgures 12-16. Firsi

end portions 120 of adjacent conductive elements

107 preferably have a first pitch spacing and sec-

7
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ond end portions 123 of said adjacent conductive

elements 107 have a second pitch spacing wtilch Is

different than the first pitch spadng. Thus, the pitch

spacing on prefen-ed variable pitch tab leadframe

assembly 103 between adjacent conductive ele-

ments 107 differs between the first and second

sections.

Although various pitch spadngs may be uti-^

lized In a variable pitch tab leadframe assembly

103 of the present invention, first end portions 120

of adjacent conductive elements 107 are spaced at

any practicable pitch. SImllarty, the corresponding

second end portions of adjacent conductive ele-

ments 107 may be spaced at a pitch of generally

between about 5 mtis(0.125mm) and 50 mils

(t^Smm). It is appreciated that the next level of

packaging user will determine the appropriate pitch

for teadframe-to-board attach. For example, as il-

lustrated in Rgures 14-16. adjacent conductive ele-

ment second end porOons 123 comprise different

pitches depending on where the conductive ele-

ments 107 are severed, as determined by the pitch

of the bond sites at the next level of packaging. In

Rgure 14. second end portions 123 are shown

positioned at corresponding bond pads 130 having

a pitch Pi. In contrast Figure 15 illustrates a nexi

level of packaging requirement with bond pads 140

having a pitch P2 that is different from pitch Pi.

Similarly. Rgure 16 illustrates another packagU^

requirement for which a pitch P3 exists between

bond pads 150. No prior art tab leadframe assem-

bly is known or available with structure to accom-

modate the multiple next level of packaging pitch

requirements as depicted in Rgures 14-16, or

more. However, variable pitch tab leadframe as-

sembly 103 may be used for various pitch require-

ments with the great advantages of simplicity, ma-

terial efficiency, and savings of electronic pack-

aging time, and is thus preferred

A method of providing a tab leadframe assem-

bly is also provided which permits electrical con-

nection between a semiconductor chip package

and a next level of packaging comprising various

steps. These steps preferably comprise providing a

leadframe as shown substantially as in Rgure 12

oomprising a plurality of patterned conductive ele-

ments: arranging the pattern of the leadframe con-

ductive elements to provide a first section 130. a

second section 132. and a third section 134 In

which adjacent conductive elements are arranged

in parallel, and a fourth section 133 and a fifth

section 135 In which adjacent conductive elements

are arranged in non-parallel fanned relation and

which provide Interconnection between the first,

second, and third sections. Rirther. the step of

arranging the pattern of the leadframe conductive

elements may comprise providing a plurality of

first second, and third sections so that ttie pitch

spacing of adjacent conductive elements differs

between the first second, and third sections. Fur-

ther sections may be Included following the above

method of manufacture.

5 It Is to be understood that while certain em-

bodiments of tiie present invention have been illus-

trated and described, the Invention is not to be

limited to the specific forms, sizes, or arrange-

ments of parts described and shown above, since

10 otfiers skilled in the art may devise other embodi-

ments still within the limits of the claims.

Claims

IS

1 . A method of providing a tab leadframe as-

sembly which permits electrical connection to one

of a plurality of differentiy pitched next level of

packaging bond site footprints the nrethod charac-

2Q tensed by:

a) providing a variable pitch tab leadframe

assembly (103) comprising a plurality of patterned

conductive elements (107);

b) arranging the pattern of the leadframe

25 condurtive elements to provide a first section

(130), a second section (132). and a third section

(134): each section comprising adjacent conductive

element? (107) arranged in parallel and with each

section comprising pitch spacing (Pi. P2. P3) that

30 is different from the other sections; and

c) positioning a leadframe conductive ele-

ment fourth section (133) In connection with the

first (130) and second (132) sections, and a fifth

section (135) in connection wth the second section

35 (132) and the third section (134) so tfiat adjacent

conductive elements (107) In each of the fourth

(133) and fifth (135) sections are positioned In non-

parallel relation.

2. A variable pitch tab leadframe assembly

40 (103) characterised by:

a) tape carrier material: and

b) a plurality of patterned conductive ele-

ments (107) adjacentiy arranged on the tape carrier

material in a pllurality of sections, comprising:

45 i) a first section (130). a second section

(132). and a third section (134), each section com-

prising adjacent conductive elements (107) ar-

ranged in parallel and arranged with a pitch spac-

ing (PI. P2. P3) that Is different than the pitch

so spacing of the elements (107) In the other two

sections:

ii) a fourth section (133) providing connec-

tion between the first section (130) and the second

sectiof. (132), and a fifth section (135) providing

ffs connection between the second section (132) and

the third section (134) so that adjacent conductive

elements (107) in each of the fourth and fifth sec-

tions are positioned In non-parallel relation;

8
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c) wherein the vartable pitch tab leadframe

assembly (103) permits electrical connection be-

tween a semiconductor chip package (126) and

one of a plurality of differently pitched next level of

packaging bond sites.
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